Click here to see a video introduction to our Craig Core Values and read more below:

**Respectful:**
Being polite and thoughtful

**Responsible:**
Choosing to meet expectations independently

**Integrity:**
Doing the right thing even when no one is looking

**Caring:**
Showing kindness and concern for others

**Empathetic:**
Knowing and understanding how someone else is feeling

In addition to teaching the board approved curriculum, great care is taken in helping our students understand expected behaviors in order to create a safe and structured learning environment at Craig. Our building wide expectations can be found by clicking here. Our building wide expectations are all aligned with our five Craig Core Values.
What does respect in the hallway sound like? What does integrity look like on the bus? What are things we can do at home and at school to be caring and empathetic individuals?

Through the teaching of our core values and behavioral expectations, and by creating positive social emotional learning experiences we work to ensure that we are developing graduates who are capable of acting out of a strong sense of personal, social and civic responsibility, always seeking to understand the views, values and cultures of others and able to work skillfully with others to achieve common goals.